
MOTO GP 2 – OVERVIEW

MotoGP 2 is based on the FIM Road Racing World Championship Grand Prix known as
MotoGP.   Furthermore,  this  title  is  officially  licensed  for  PlayStation2  by  the  FIM
Sponsor, Dorna Sports.  

MotoGP2  is  a  sequel  to  MotoGP,  the  best  selling  motorcycle  racing  game  on  any
computer  entertainment  console with  additional  features  including  an  extra  5
realistically reconstructed courses, variable weather conditions, and more. All data for
the  riders  and  the  bikes  is  updated  to  the  year  2001, making  this  an  ultra-realistic
arcade simulator that perfectly immerses the player in the world of the MotoGP.  

As  with  the  previous  title,  the  player  can  enjoy  the  experience  of  riding  a  real
motorcycle by activating the Simulation option.  

Basic Features  

There are 6 modes in the game. 

 Arcade Mode
Challenge famous riders to a single  race championship.   You must overtake all  your
opponents to win the race.

 Season Mode
You are a rider for a real-life professional team. Win a race to earn points toward your
overall standings in the MotoGP Championship.  The rider with the highest overall points
in the standings  at the end of the season  will  be the crowned the World Champion.
Challenge other riders to a ten-race season.   Depending on the difficulty level, you can
also transfer a team to one from another.

 Time Trial Mode
You are the only rider.  Time is your only opponent.  Race the circuits solo and produce
the best possible  lap time.  Also,  you can  race against  an imaginary opponent, that
represents your best lap on the circuit.

 Challenge Mode
Test your MotoGP skills in an assortment of challenges.  Some challenges are based on
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attaining certain goals in  the Arcade, Season and Time Trial Modes.  Other challenges
are accessed via the Challenge mode, and involve completing a set portion of  a  track
within a strict time limit.  Clear the challenges to unlock special rewards.

 VS Mode
Race one-on-one in a split-screen 2 Player duel

 Legends Mode
Experience a dream race with great champions of the past.

 Option
You can change each setting.

 Save and Load
You can save the game data.  Also, you can watch a replay of your race.

Differences With The Previous Title

1. Additional 5 New Official Courses.

5 courses in the previous title, MotoGP: 

 SUZUKA [JAPAN]
 PAUL RICARD [FRANCE]
 JEREZ [SPAIN]
 DONINGTON [GREAT BRITAIN]
 MOTEGI [JAPAN]

Additional 5 courses Created for MotoGP 2: 

 MUGELLO [ITALY]
 CATALUNYA [SPAIN]
 ASSEN [NETHERLANDS]
 LE MANS [FRANCE]
 SACHSENRING [GERMANY]
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2. Latest Race Data  

We have incorporated the race data from the 2001 championship season as well as the 20
riders that participated in the 500cc class official races.  

3. Legends Mode  

Beyond just turning back time, you can race with 4 famous riders from the past at the same
time, a racing experience which can be only experienced in this game.  

4. Weather Conditions 

You can choose the weather factor (rain or fine) as a race condition.  Changes to the rider ’s
view and road conditions due to the rain are realistically implemented.  

5. Tyre Setting
  
The ability to change tyre settings a newly added feature in the setting options.  You can
choose to use either 16.5’ or 17’ depending on how you would like to race.  

6. Graphic Quality 
 
Crisp and clear, MotoGP2 graphics are vastly improved compared to the previous MotoGP.
Flickers now can be minimized so that you can see through the end of a corner.  

7. Rival Bike

The AI of the CPU control bikes has been much improved in order to reconstruct as real a
race as possible. 

For more information on SCEE titles, please visit our web site:
www.playstation.com

If you want to contact a local SCEE PR Manager, please check 
the SCEE PR Contact List on:

www.scee.com/pr
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Release date:  Winter 2001 Developer:  Namco
Publisher:  Sony Computer Entertainment Europe Platform:  PlayStation®2 Peripherals:  Analog Controller

(DUALSHOCK 2), Memory Card (8MB) (for PlayStation 2)   No Players:  1-2
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